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CHAPTER 1: DECADES OF DICKHEADS

At the end of every decade two things always spring to mind for me.
How Antoine de Caunes, the extremely French presenter of the
legendary Eurotrash TV show, used to deliberately pronounce decade
as ‘dickhead’, and how silly decades are anyway. I’ve been a DJ over a
period stretching across four dickheads now, even if 2000-2010
doesn’t feel like one at all. I’d just like to make a point right here
about DJs claiming in their biographies that they’ve been ‘playing for
20 years’ when they are clearly not even yet 30 years old. You start
counting from when you became a professional. Not when your Dad
let you play on his stereo as a toddler. The day someone pays you for
your skills is the day you graduate. Sorry and all that. I don’t make the
rules.
Balearic Silverbacks will often tell you that the 80s were bare wicked.

Maybe it was for a handful of them in persistently wealthy London. I
thought the 80s were pretty shitty myself. What was certainly stand-
out about the period, however, was that culturally things felt fresh,
futuristic and unique. As if that which came before was in black and
white. No, I mean it really was monochrome, we had a black and
white telly for the beginning of our childhood and nearly everything
we read in terms of books, mags and comics had very little colour.
Most of all, there was an energy that bleak governmental polices, try
as they might, simply could not diminish. We fought, quite literally,
for the right to party.
It’s debatable that we won the 80s. We defo won the 90s though. The

90s were just silly. The Labour Government changeover in the UK in
1997, �nally, was a nation-wide party and it truly felt like anything
was possible. If you want to imagine what 90s clubland was like, just
look at the USA doing EDM now. In the 90s we were �zzy, optimistic,
completely o� our tits and almost entirely devoid of seriousness. There
was daft money everywhere for equally daft things. It was a daft
decade and not a moment passes where I wouldn’t go back there.
Don’t get me wrong, if, for example, the 1970s were peak creative

freedom for the �lm industry; similarly the 90s were the absolute peak
for electronica, and arguably for music as a whole. Let’s be frank here,



streaming changed things so much that many insiders believe the late
90s and early 00s was the last time there was a recognisable music
business. The 90s were particularly the time electronic music was
recklessly handed over to people outside the control of the industry.
Independent of expensive recording studios and major label o�ces.
We saw the likes of Massive Attack, Portishead, Left�eld, Björk,
Aphex Twin, The Prodigy, Daft Punk… the list is massive. All genre-
bending, fresh and utterly unique. Nearly all of these names made
their start on home-made set-ups. Major labels were getting excited by
this new vibe, and crucially, not really understanding it at all, or
where it came from. The absolute apex of any creative industry
requires that the money men do not understand it. They give, and the
artists make. It’s only when the failed artists start to work inside the
big machine that this ideal relationship sours from a plumptious peach
into a bad raisin. Labels hiring ‘kids who get it’ immediately �nd
themselves being steered by Gatekeepers who immediately put
padlocks on everything. It’s far, far better when the industry is
ignorant, rather than clued-up. If you ever wonder why �lms and
music are currently so incredibly bland and uniform, this is one of the
main reasons. People who think they know everything suddenly taking
the wheel, crippling those actually at the grindstone, all the while
everyone petri�ed of taking any kind of risk, or worst of all, o�ending
the internet. The greatest periods in art were entirely about risk and
o�ence. Sure there is great stu� about now if you know where to look.
But it’s tiny. Niche. Don’t make me say the word ‘artisanal’ or I’ll
need a wash.
The millennium? Well. That was a hell of a party. Short, sweet and

also the fulcrum upon which everything suddenly tipped over. It went
weird, fast. The superclub era was over, and their own greed did for
them. The loopy wages being charged on the millennium (and we were
seeing things like private jets for DJs for the �rst time) meant an
economic bubble burst. Ironically it wasn’t the rich fat cat DJs who
paid the price (the rich never do), but the middle tier. Promoters just
looked at the stupid money going out of the door to DJs and simply
started doing it personally. This period spawned hundreds of
promoters appointing themselves as fresh residents who’d never DJ’d
a day in their lives before. Or more reasonably, their unknown mates



who were pretty good DJs started to get work for very low wages. DJ
Giant Fat Cat and Co still got paid if they sold tickets. Not much
changed for them. There was a massive purge of mid-range DJs who,
to be fair, probably did get paid too much without bringing enough
people through the door. And the board was set for what we see a lot
of today. Cheap support and the same overpriced big names as
headliners, everywhere, all the time. Money talks.
During this very odd dickhead, the no-mans-land between 2000 and

2010, the landscape started to shift in a very subtle but ultimately
seismic way. The fun times were over. The cash spigot was turned
resolutely OFF. A lot of those quite annoyed, suddenly unemployed,
mid-range DJs started to look for jobs behind the scenes and we began
to see a rise in very very serious people who took themselves very very
seriously frowning most bumptiously upon anyone having fun, and
consequently, the era of discos-as-artform really started to take shape.
I’d even go so far as to say some of these types were extremely pissed-
o� and used their new power to enact revenge on the scene that
rejected them. Conjecture, sure, but I stand by it. Personally, I had
about as much fun as anyone else during the �rst half of this time,
which wasn’t much. Thank God music started to get really good
outside the Minimal bubble I was getting trapped in, and what started
as ‘Electroclash’ morphed into basically ‘New Music’. Plus there was
the wee magazine-generated ‘Nu Rave’ blip that came along full of
colour and kicked the arse out of all the boring.
Then almost as quickly as things got interesting, things started to wilt

and die-o�. Clubs were empty. In 2010 The Conservatives were back
with a vengeance and everyone was soon skint again thanks to the
bizarre ‘austerity’ programme. This time found the grey men (sorry,
always heterosexual men, always the blandest grey in hair and soul)
who kept trying to tell us spangly discos were minimalist art galleries
had their �nal victory in sight. Few young people were interested in
discos. Nothing was enjoyable, anywhere. Everyone abandoned the
fun and sun of Ibiza and moved to Berlin to declare they were now
modern artists, which is about the most telling aspect of this period.
Articles started to appear in major publications asking if it was the
end. Had our scene �nally died?
One thing illuminated this period very strongly for me. I was playing



just before a very large legend on the former Space Terrace around this
time of great �ux. I was over the moon. He was a hero to me. I was
playing very much stu� the Terrace was not used to. The current stu�.
Fresh that season. Darker, more German and more Techno than the
happiness, handclaps, �amenco guitars and bongos that was
becoming, frankly a bit of a cliche. The crowd went wild, which was a
hell of a relief ‘cos it was risky. Daytime. New vibes perhaps not
suited to it in terms of what came before. I turned to the legend to
hand the roaring crowd over to him, pleased as punch, and he looked
like a man who’d lost a tenner and found a �ver. Sour and
despondent. He turned and pointed to the last record that was still
turning and said: “that shit is why I am retiring”. I was devastated.
Only the following decade and his subsequent retirement-as-promised
would prove the change in sound would endure, rather than him. No
one’s trousers are too big to be pressed by the steamroller of time.
By Enya’s ambient alarm clock! I honestly never thought I would say

this, but two things properly rode-in and saved the day. Day-glo
American arrivistes, who knew very little about anything we were
doing, and very young Europeans who knew quite a lot, because they
were raised on it. Deep House, new Techno and EDM saved us. Say it
loud. It’s the truth. From 2010 onwards there was a wave of youthful
energy that washed over everything, cleaning out the old, grey misery
guts and re-invigorating everything, everywhere. Thank God for them.
I salute you all. To think that this thing has been going so strong for
so long is truly amazing and a great, great privilege to be part of. Long
may it reign.
While the dance music industry has undoubtedly grown to almost

obscene proportions, the spirit that �rst conceived it has su�ered
greatly. I had a grandstand view of this process. This book seeks to
celebrate the good and warn about the bad. COVID-19 might even
perhaps become an opportunity to reset things and get back to the
spirit of the founders. I will chart this thing from my �rst experiences
of it to its current form as a personal journey. There is no escaping the
theme that Acid House has been brutalised by capitalism. Some might
call this simply progress. You may argue the inevitability. Capitalism
eats everything. It must. And this is capitalism through the prism of
post-war propaganda, co-opted from the highly e�cient Nazi machine



over to America via people like Edward Bernays. His skill was to
utilise his uncle’s thinking, one Sigmund Freud, and replace dry
advertising such as “buy this thing, it is jolly hard-wearing and most
reasonably priced” with emotive messaging that appealed not to
common sense, but aimed directly at our hidden, basic, highly
Freudian emotions. Such as “Psst! Hey, kid! In order to feel good, you
MUST buy this thing”. Sound familiar? Smells a bit like this new
‘emotion over reason’ thing our politicians are all doing nowadays,
right?
‘House is a feeling’ is the mantra of the pioneers who helped start the

whole thing. However, we now live in an age where reason is
completely paved-over with random feels, in order to coldly
manipulate. Bernays monetised feelings. In order to exist, capitalism
must engage with you. Feelings are engagement. Have the feelings
behind our disco thing been hijacked too? The cry I hear most often
from those generally in favour of capitalism is that all progress is
good. Things used to be pretty bad, even in my short lifetime I can
remember true poverty and national economic disaster. Things are not
quite so randomly violent on the streets nowadays, and people are
slightly more prosperous; ergo, everything is just �ne thanks. No. It’s
way too complex a thing to polarise and simplify like that.
Gentri�cation is a case in point. On the surface surely a district that

used to be poor is ‘better’ when property is higher value, therefore
‘nicer’ people live there. What is wrong with that? It’s this kind of
non-logic that is everywhere currently. From the deeply stupid ‘all
lives matter’ (which is like saying to a su�ragette “votes for
everyone!”) to the equally dense “when is international men’s day?”.
The ‘feeling’ and ‘positivity’ of the situation being ‘better’ and

therefore highly advantageous simply steamrollers over every single
inconvenient detail, objection, warning, consequence, di�culty and
human life in the way. Here we see fake Americanised positivity and
advancing technology working hand-in-hand with capitalism and The
New Stupid. Modern life in a nutshell. Don’t get in the way of our
sunshine, progress and good vibes or we will pave you over. Plough
you into the earth and salt the ground. Even the pleasant-sounding
term ‘gentri�cation’ is a trick, sounds nice, right? It is not. It is the war
cry of the rich. This is their world now. Entirely.



I give you this potted history above so you can track the changes to
our biz in macro form, in preparation to look at it in more detail.
Clearly the disco follows society. As society experiences political and
economic change, so do we. I’m not harking back, just thinking aloud.
I accept change. I’ve spent a very long time trying to push the future. It
would be hypocritical of me to stop now. I’m merely suggesting that
we learn from the past. Don’t make my mistakes. Understanding the
trade is as important as having the skills. Bypassing either will lead to
a very short career indeed.
All any writer, journalist or author can ever do is somehow report

from where they are at. No matter how fanciful, colourful or dull, it’s
about making a connect, just like the emotional bridges we seek on
the dance�oor. A book is just a bosun’s chair, suspended between two
ships in a storm.



CHAPTER 2: IT WAS RIGHT GRIM BLAH
BLAH BLAH…

There are plenty of excellent books with who did what and when in
Dance Music. I tend to �nd once you start to debate the history it very
quickly descends into ‘who did it �rst?’ supremacism, which is utterly
ridiculous. European electronica, Industrial, New Beat and Disco
productions had as much to do with our cultural development as
anything that happened in New York and Chicago. And when does
anyone mention that every single piece of equipment of note that
provided the foundations came from Japan? It’s a fruitless argument
when it is all about ownership. No one owns love and unity. Everyone
worked hard on what we enjoy today, all over the world. Is there a
continually ongoing process to whitewash all the colour and diversity
out of things? Oh, without doubt! But that is a story for later. What I
want to do is try and express the experience. Dates, stats and origin
stories do not convey impact. Information is not experience. And
believe me, Acid House was ALL about impact.
First, you have to understand what it was like before: ‘B.C.’, meaning

‘Before Clubs’. There were various scenes in various countries all over
the world but the tide changed in the 1980s. For sure Disco was
dominant in the 1970s but it became a dirty word after racists and
homophobes worked so hard to demonise it. Soon Disco was dust in
the breeze. Being deemed ‘uncool’ is the driest of wastelands, the
harshest of banishments. No one is saying nobody gathered to enjoy
music together before the 80s, of course not, but it was a very di�erent
thing. If it wasn’t a disco (by now dying out), it was versions of the
rock model. The band. The stage. The setlist.
The late 70s and early 80s were particularly �lthy. A time of global

downturn, unemployment, crime, violence and corruption. To come
out of state school at that time was to arrive into a large nothing. A
debutante at a glacial ball celebrating sub-zero opportunity. Only the
rich had prospects, and the wealthy were a lot fewer in number than
today. Culturally these times can become strong, however. It’s a loose
rule that I just made up but the ratio for cultural strength is directly



proportional to the degree of economic hardship. The worse things
are, the harder we try to improve how we feel about it with escape,
distraction and artistic beauty. Capitalism, as we knew it then, was
failing around 99% of the global population dismally, and still is. So
you made your own fun; knit, weave, sing and paint your good times
for yourself. ‘Cos for sure, no one else was going to do it for you.
With art, timing is everything, and something few can lay claim to.

Right place is all you can manage, right time is an accident of birth. In
the postwar years in America, for example, there was great
uncertainty throughout the nation as to whether peace was real, what
was ahead and who the enemy now was. This was re�ected in its more
credible art, such as jazz and abstract painting. They matched the
mood with a spiky weirdness and apparent lack of form. Mainstream
US culture did the opposite and produced high cheese as a form of
comfort to salve the lack of security people felt. The 1950s were
simultaneously an artistic era of great experimentation, and also great
conservatism. The mid-to-late 1970s were similarly a period of great
uncertainty in the United Kingdom. A tiny Dark Age.
‘New Wave’ amongst others rose to prominence as this time came to

a close. Post-punk. Slightly more polished than its predecessor but still
raw and energised. Still very guitar. Still quite shouty. Still very much
about the crowd idolising the individual or small group. Trying hard
to be ‘indie’ and ‘underground’, if not in appearance only, but in truth
very much controlled by a still vast and powerful major label music
industry. A slight change in look, but to many, not a huge di�erence in
the business. Still ‘rock ’n’ roll’. Still mainly blues chords and
progressions, fancy hair and tiny trousers. Still prospects and hopefuls
aping their idols in the hope being elevated from the blood and dust of
the arena by the hand of Caesar. Clambering over the fallen to be
blessed with the vast riches and adulation they are conditioned to
dream of.
In basements and bedrooms, outhouses and garages all over the

world something else was happening, however. A cold war against
normality was growing. A discontent with poster boys and Barbie
girls, the studied cool, the achievable evils, the inevitable ‘stardom’,
the cash you’ll never have. The word was leaking out that it might not
be all it was cracked up to be. Not the jolly lark advertised. Often



fatal, frequently misery-inducing. For the perpetrators as well as the
observer. Jesus, Pink Floyd made entire concept albums about how
awful and empty it all was. Frank Zappa spent a lifetime satirising the
hollow mummery of the beast. There’s a ‘something’s got to give’
aspect about �n de siècle society, and it happens way more often than
every hundred years. Mainstream culture equally as derelict as the
surroundings. A bag of rotten mince about to burst. Even the arch but
slightly more approachable stars of New Wave were still thin, pretty
and talented. Still ‘stars’ and way WAY out of your league, loser. The
styles were old, however. Dry. Overdone.
People in highly distressed post-industrial towns like Dusseldorf,

Detroit, She�eld and Manchester felt the loss especially hard. Once
they’d had everything. Relevance. Purpose. Wages. Now they were an
empty ruin. Abandoned even by their very own nations. Some cut
adrift for decades. Entire generations were born into a yawning void.
Looking up at parents made destitute and powerless. Gazing out of a
window into the endless grey. Perpetually bored. Utterly unchallenged.
And nothing annoys someone in prison more acutely than stories of
prosperity and glamour. What relevance did ANYTHING culture had
to o�er mean to someone frozen in this second Ice Age? What use are
sharp pop songs and cool shades worn at a jaunty angle to someone
trapped in a block of frozen water? Sure, many still clung. Started new
bands and new sounds to perpetuate the rock beast. Fresh versions
thought of as new, but really not novel at all. Technology, however,
once the beating heart of these abandoned cities, was always in the
blood of the citizens of nowhere. Still is. Even now. I should know, I
am one. Technology was the engine of the industries that drove these
cities to greatness. Makes sense that it would be again. My own
journey was mapped directly to the shiny rise of Tech, and remains so
to this day.
All I can do is tell you about what I’ve seen and been around. It’s all

I’ve got. I wouldn’t dream of calling myself a historian. I was there,
though. Since the start. ‘Start’ is a relative term depending on how
batshit-crackers you are about being the �rst about everything. I was
de�nitely there at the start of my own journey into sound, be weird if I
wasn’t. This was England in the mid 1980s. Sure we all played in
dreadful bands. Sure we all followed some weird trends and wore



some bizarre trousers that seem hilarious now. Who didn’t? To
comprehend the impact of Acid House you have to understand the
scenario before it came along. It was nigh-on impossible to make a
record of any quality without equipment, infrastructure and property
that totalled up to gazillions of paper pounds. To have the connections
to even be considered for recording was utterly fanciful. The means of
production, pun very much intended, were in the hands of
industrialists. Music industrialists. Sure there were small versions of
the big machine, and many a strong independent sub-movement came
from them. But the methods and music were very similar, top to
bottom. All the attitude, contrary stances, tight pants or massive
hairdos in the world couldn’t change the simple process of write,
rehearse, gig, get spotted, get a deal, release records, tour, maaaaaybe
chart. Repeat. It was the same process for every morbid Mancunian
pub band or sun-drenched LA supergroup.
Around this time I helped make �ight cases and manage a recording

and rehearsal studio. Sounds grand but I basically laboured for the
boss for peanuts and �lled-in when he wasn’t there. Which was a lot
of the time. The place was, like most of its kind back then, a dismal
and damp hellhole held together with ga�er tape and layers of black
paint so thick they looked and felt like rubber. Random misshapes of
foam and sprayed insulation made the place look like H.R. Giger’s
nasty sex dungeon. Like many studios it was a very badly made
wooden building built inside a vast brick basement. So everything
from corridors to door frames was wonky, ill-�tting and strangely
small. Like a two-by-four padded submarine built by a simpleton. It
stank, of course. Everything that is entirely populated by men ends up
stinking fairly fast. Give it years and it reeks. Something to do with
men’s noses switching-o� after a certain time without women,
possibly, I’m not a zoologist. You can maybe say you’ve earned your
spurs when you’ve built an entire set of �ight cases for a rock band
during the days of a week, then spent every night carrying ampli�ers
through a smelly wooden labyrinth, continually assaulted by mu�ed
sound at great volume, listening to spotty nerds complain about
everything from the crisps to the soldering. It was like spending years
inside the organ of a bad giant, wandering its rotten spleen, a damp
forgotten duct.



BUT, and that is a big but, what we did have there was a small
recording studio. That was everything. That was why I was there.
Everyone with even a whi� of music in their lives will know what it
means to get anywhere near a recording studio, even a terrible one
that stank of manfoot, paint thinners, burnt plastic and Goth
hairspray.
I would walk the three miles there and three miles back in the pitch

dark across parks that were a no-mans-land when the sun went down.
Passageways populated with upright animals. Junctions with options
that contained either Skinhead boot boys or wildly random
gluesni�ers. One walkway had warning markers of cricket stumps
with dead hedgehogs covered in melted seven inch singles like some
sort of Lord of the Flies ritual portal. In these dark parks I once saw
someone beaten to death with a tennis racket, apparently for the crime
of trying to play tennis. Gatekeepers of the Acid House narrative will
tell you the 1980s were all Ibiza sunshine, orbital raves, dungarees and
bandanas, smiley T-shirts and loadsamoney. It really wasn’t like that
at all. Not even for them. It was mostly a new regime of hard right
western governments brutalising the globe for pro�t. Capital cities
enjoyed this at everyone else’s expense. Quite literally.
Part of this political drive was to centralise power. Regions were

abandoned and even actively defunded, capitals raked in what was left
of the power and money, so the Acid Dads of London are forgiven for
being parochial in their view. Visiting football stadiums is not living
outside the capital. How could they possibly know what life was like
out in the wastelands many of them unwittingly voted to destroy?
Making 99% of the rest of the country irrelevant was the entire point.
In the same way that the 1960s didn’t really extend all that much

further than Carnaby Street, Haight-Ashbury and a few thousand kids
out of many, many millions, so the Acid House story has been
compressed into a tale about a handful of people going to Ibiza and
coming back to London. Or a couple of venues in New York and
Chicago inventing a new sound. The truth about this thing based
around electronic music is way WAY more complex than those who
pro�t greatly from the simpli�ed stories we are allowed to tell. The
fact is that everyone who has been involved in this thing has their own
very personal story. I worked in studios making very basic electronic



music for nearly a decade before I’d even met anyone else doing it. Let
alone knew of a scene that didn’t exist yet. Lordy, I would have made
a human sacri�ce and prayed daily to a multi-snake-headed, goat-
arsed deity for a scene! I’d been at it like a monk for what felt like a
lifetime before I’d even heard a House record from America. I was
heavily into Einstürzende Neubauten, Giorgio Moroder, Dub Reggae,
Cabaret Voltaire, Kraftwerk, Joy Division, The Young Gods, Finitribe,
Can, Front 242… I’m just telling you that it is perfectly possible to
have your own journey and for it to have nothing at all to do with the
accepted narrative. It’s OK to not be in the gang. It’s �ne to stand
apart. The truth is more important. I wasn’t cool. I wasn’t special. I
didn’t invent shit. But I was there, knee deep in cables since day dot. I
was trying to work out how to use one of the early sequencers with a
manual that only came in Japanese when most people were into Rare
Groove and were still surprised by digital watches. I didn’t change the
world or even make so much as a ripple, but I lived for the pointy end
of music. Myself and thousands of others, naturally. However, it was,
and remains, my entire life.
Now around this time I dabbled very poorly with all sorts of

instruments but the one thing I could claim with any veracity was that
I could play the drums. Not brilliantly, but I could pass for one in
most bands bar a few high-end jazzers. Imagine ten years of gigging,
lugging, humping, driving, scrimping, thumping and generally
lumbering.
Then some fucker invents the drum machine.
Like most drummers I was always an early adopter of tech. There’s

something about not having much to do and the rest of the band
ignoring you most of the time that leads to an interest in the technical
side of things. At �rst, like most kids who’d literally spent their entire
life trying to get the kit together, I found the concept of being replaced
in seconds by a tiny machine at �rst hilarious, then abhorrent, then
unlikely, then the slow process of realisation started to kick in. As
with most tech, the personal opinion of an individual has very little
impact on its progress. One day you wake up and it is normalised. A
wee while later and people have forgotten what the original thing it
replaced was even for. So at �rst, tech wasn’t sequenced. That is to say
it did not loop or run in a programmed fashion very often. They were



merely electronic instruments. When you hit the pad it went “bud-
ooo” like a camp plastic pigeon. It did not go “bud-ooo” a second
time unless you told it to by hitting it. Giving it some digital
breadcrumbs to follow was a long way o�. It sounded pretty rubbish,
but on the plus side, it still needed someone with a modicum of skill to
get a performance out of it. The trouble started in earnest when
sequencing arrived more widely.
Drummers are often the person in the band who ends up doing the

sound e�ects on the concept album, or the tape loops. They are
forever edged out of melody but are sometimes allowed to venture
into sonics as long as it doesn’t detract too much from the singer’s ego
and the guitarist’s envy/love of the singer. You’ll �nd a lot of dance
music producers were drummers, bassists and keyboard players, and
the reason it is nearly always drummers, bassists and keyboard players
is because this was the �rst ego-free youth culture to have emerged
truly intact. Supposedly. I will spare you any more tales from the
stool, and su�ce to say that suddenly I realised drummers weren’t the
butt of the jokes any more or the de facto beast of burden, but the one
most likely to embrace engineering and production. Then the day
comes when you start to understand that for the �rst time since
Tubular Bells, you don’t need any daft strutting peacocks around at all
to make music. In fact, you don’t need anyone. You’re not the bottom
of the pile anymore, the pile is all yours. Tech gives, and Tech takes
away.
At the same time, and contrasting with all this futurism, Northern

Soul was a big in�uence. I’m not old enough to have been one of the
true faithful, it was the domain of our older siblings. But the attitude
shone through across generations. It was the thing we looked up to,
which often has far more impact on you than your own, current
obsessions. It was slightly out-of-reach. Relentlessly omnipresent and
inevitable.
It was some years later when I realised that the words ‘Northern

Soul’ meant a type of music, rather than a pithy description of who we
were. Most of all it was uniquely the scene that didn’t need a thing
from anyone. Meaning it had a �nite amount of records available, so
had no need of new ‘product’. It was all old music, ideally music
completely forgotten or ridiculously obscure, so required no



expansion into new areas. It was a closed loop and completely
independent of the music industry at-large, and no matter how hard
that industry tried, it could never co-opt it. This has never left me. A
celebratory working-class culture utterly focussed on music for
dancing. Absolutely everything that followed for me came from this.
Sure, there was Disco, always there is the Disco, but my personal
mecca was an actual Mecca. Discos were for people with money.
Northern Soul was for the workers. In a sense, I’m still on the train
with the older kids, trying to pass as legit, and failing. Being knocked
back and waiting outside until the last train back. Fascinated by what
might be going on in there. Never quite passing the threshold. There’s
quite a few of us who came up this way, although I only discovered
that much, much later. I was just one of thousands. Doesn’t everyone
spend those early years totally convinced that they are the only lonely
kid in the world?
This was the di�erence and also the connection between the studio

and the dancehall. I had an obsession not only with the tunes and how
they were made, but how they were received. To me, the immediacy of
a huge ballroom full of people enjoying music alongside you was
everything. Had no interest in TV, sport was strictly for Normals,
certainly didn’t want to be a pop star. I was still engaged in the real.
Still a member of a living human community. Alternate realities online
were mere science �ction back then. It was all about the now. Even the
drugs were about enhancing the reality of where you were.
Amphetamines. Businesslike stimulants that, like an athlete, were
strictly for physical performance. Giving a cold, steely edge and if
anything, the opposite of a trip. In Northern Soul, the music and the
crowd was the high.
Quite a time passed between being a grubby, ham-faced urchin,

pressed against the window, messing with tapes with my mates, to
eventually working in a studio. But the connection never left me.
While perfectly au-fait with whatever the musical �avours were of the
time, and having a strong understanding of what went before, The
Funk was becoming everything. An obsession with making people
react had taken hold. It starts on the drum stool. There’s nothing more
immediate than starting o� a song with a groove and seeing everyone
react, including the rest of the band. This functionality if you like, was



a laser-precision revelation. Sure people wrote nice things. Melody and
song construction were all very well but there was a huge pull for me
to engage the primitive. Almost all great art understands this
simplicity.
Who knows what the psychology of it all is? Something to do with

youngsters wanting agency? Early sexuality? Being heard and more
importantly, felt? Forgive me if this rambles but, in short, I’m trying to
say that my earlier experiences not only of forbidden rituals in casinos
but also things like ceilidhs, which were my �rst exposure to music
and its impact on surroundings, were all hibernating in me waiting to
burst forth later when music was being made. I never just made music
only for myself, I made it for the room too. I won’t bore you with my
childhood music lessons, tin whistles, violins, bodhrans and pianos.
Lots of kids had these in their lives. Thanks to the encouragement of
good parents, it got room to breathe, grow and become important.
Maybe that is another story for another book. Su�ce to say I was
now pottering about seeing just how much could be achieved solo
with a room full of fairly basic technology, aching to connect with
dancers. It felt like I had got as far as was humanly possible and was
barely shaving. Already stalled, encrusted in a prehistoric wasteland
where nothing was possible and everything was elsewhere.
Then the revolution happened.
To understand Acid House you have to understand how it arrived,

and what it arrived into. Impact is everything. All that dark satanic
mill shit above is to show you how dismal and monochrome
everything was until this explosion of light happened. To some,
perhaps in London or New York, these things are their entitlement.
Just more fun and fashion. Their inheritance. Their birthright. To the
rest of us, something way more. Something signi�cant. It was unity. It
was action. Finally.
This new thing was never about the DJ. Not for a moment. My �rst

DJ ‘gigs’ took place in a cupboard with a large slit in the door,
ostensibly so the dancers could shout requests at you. You DJ’ed in a
completely di�erent room to the dance�oor. That is how important
you were. Slightly less than the glass collectors but maybe one up from
the cleaner, as at least you had a slightly bigger cupboard that only
smelt of poppers rather than bleach. Our purpose at other times was



to warm up for bands and maybe play a few tunes afterwards too.
The idea that a record was somehow a superior experience to seeing a
group play live was loopy.
Now I’m not saying clubs didn’t exist until Acid House. Oh Lordy

no. All over the UK there were venues that went on as late as TWO
O’CLOCK IN THE MORNING and as such, were considered
thoroughly debauched hellholes. One of things that may help clarify
the great impact of Acid House was that the entire United Kingdom
shut down completely at 11pm, weekends included, and midweek the
streets were pretty much empty from 7pm onwards. The TV stopped
at midnight. Because who on earth is awake after then? Murderers?
Plotters? The criminally insane? As a member of several bands, I’d
drive all over the island to perform gigs that often started at 7.30pm.
Getting home from distant ones you might be on the road after
midnight and literally never see another vehicle for hundreds of miles.
There were attempts at ‘nightclubs’ but, as usual, Britain did what it
always does and slavishly copied America in as beige and weak a
fashion as was humanly possible. Could there be anything less
glamorous than mock glamour? It is so very English. ‘Sophistication’
as simply a khaki-coloured word, instead of an assembly of almost
unreachably excellent attitudes. Protest music made by Gay, Black and
Latinx Americans played to endlessly white, untroubled little
Englanders was never going to work for youngsters barred at the gate.
Anyway, we weren’t demanding entrance, we were giving them a �ve-
minute bomb warning to get out. The DJ did exist, but �apped and
blathered non-stop over commercial music, once more proving that
inserting a giant throbbing ego into the middle of a unity ritual was
bordering on the obscene.
Of course, as kids, we found these old discos massively hilarious.

We’d go dressed like ‘Normals’ and then start spitting and pogoing
like punks to the slow dances. Do the new ‘breakdancing’ to
inappropriate tunes and frequently, as was the fashion back then, get
into �st�ghts. Because back then there wasn’t much in the way of
subcultural ‘tribes’. They existed. But outside of a very large city, there
were merely Normals who were 99% of the population, and 1% of
‘Freaks’. Freaks might consist of all sorts. I knew ageing Punks,
Reggae Boys, Goths-that-did-not-know-the-word-‘Goth’-yet. I knew



Jazz Funkateers and Soul Boys and Soul Girls. Skinheads that didn’t
know they were supposed to be racist. Yardies and fey, mop-topped
New Wavers. ’Mods’ that suddenly appeared back from the 1960s,
and that until I saw Quadrophenia years later, seemed oddly
incongruous but familiar at the same time, refugees from the
ballrooms with chalked �oors. Every single one of them could be of
several sexual or racial orientations. One thing we all had in common
was quite simply that we weren’t Normals. Normals were everywhere.
And by this, I mean people our own age as well as adults. They liked
football, had money and jobs and liked to get smashed on 12 pints
and �ght anything slow enough to catch or, at a pinch, each other.
Once the pubs �nally kicked them out, if a Freak was unlucky

enough to be anywhere in the vicinity, they paid for their very
existence in blood. This is one of the things people cannot
comprehend currently. That to choose your vibe you did so at great
peril. I will not be over-egging the mix by saying you could die for it. I
am by no means saying violence against di�erence no longer exists, it’s
just back then it was so commonplace it was as inevitable as the
weather. The hardest of rain. I wasn’t kidding when I said I saw
someone killed simply for playing tennis. Imagine, every time you
stepped out of the door looking anything at all but the ‘correct’ shade
of bang-average could be your last day on earth. If you �nd that hard
to swallow just be thankful we did it so you no longer have to. Don’t
get me wrong, we may have been vastly outnumbered but we were
nobody’s prey. Where I come from you could quite easily end up
regretting your decision and end up in hospital after being beaten very
badly by someone in eyeliner and lipstick. I’ve toured with bands who
looked like the New York Dolls but were all working class lads who
had to �ght every day to be that way. Physically �ght. Every. Single.
Day. Granted, there was a lot less to do back then.
All insanely hostile and violent pubs aside, even after the Second

Summer of Love, many venues around the UK held onto that
dangerous vibe. Things rarely change overnight in the real world. If
you are watching a dramatisation of the 1980s and everyone is driving
around in pristine 1980s cars and wearing the most current 1980s
fashions you know immediately you are dealing with those who have
no idea what it was really like. More than half of what you saw in the



80s came from the 70s, and even 60s and earlier. No one immediately
ditched their old car and bought a new one. No one burned their bell
bottoms on Dec 31st 1979 in preparation for the new dawn. Things
take time. Borders are blurred. It took a while for the spiky hardness
to be blunted from clubbing. Acid House was a revelation for some of
us, far more people initially ignored it at best, ridiculed it at worst.
It was a lottery if you could �nd somewhere safe to party in the 80s

and even well into the 90s, so something had to give. For example, if
you went to the very legendary Orbit in Morley, you were in a highly
legit proper Techno zone. Raving with genuine pioneers. However, if
you went to the host venue ‘After Dark’ on any another night of the
week it could be touch and go if you walked out unaided. It is quite
easy to enjoy liberal cosmopolitan ideas and relaxed jovial
atmospheres of the capital cities of the world, where civilised zones
have been agreed upon by money. It takes a good while to permeate
the rest of the planet.
‘PSV’ in Manchester’s Hulme was sometimes really loved-up and

friendly and other times teeming with proper whizzed-up maniacs
glaring at you like you were lunch, and absolutely everyone in there
was very much a long-term stranger to breakfast. ‘The Kitchen’, not
far from PSV was another very interesting hellhole. As rough as a
sandpaper suppository, but every visit was a properly legit adventure
for us curious bumpkins with less brain cells than balls. There was a
regular rave in Bradford Mills that only ever seemed to play music
that was always just a bit too fast, no girls at all, and regularly had a
moshpit. Scary scenes. Club UK in Wandsworth, some years later;
again, you could easily have a legit good night in there or get killed
outside with a machete. It was peak UK machete time around when
Club UK got closed prematurely. Or maturely, depending upon how
much you love big swords.
The Thomas A Becket on Old Kent Road was an original. A pub that

turns into a club at 11pm. Original proper gangster boxing gym
upstairs and dense singularity for maniacs. It is still going, is the
Thomas A Becket. You can literally stand outside it at 6am on a
Sunday and not hear a peep. Looks shut. Just knock and a wave of
steam comes out and deafening Garage vibes. It was ‘a late drink’ but
also a place you might never leave if you weren’t very careful back in



the day. If you are especially lucky, and not dead yet, you might get
accepted enough to be shown the basement. Which is not a
euphemism. It’s their version of the VIP area. A rambling underground
treasure-trove of old odds and ends, sofas and boxing memorabilia
and the scene of much shady doings.
There was a place I used to work in Swansea. Rough town. I may be

wrong but I am pretty sure the police used to cordon-o� the high
street and just patrol the border. Like Escape from New York or
something. In fact, coincidentally, the club may have been The Escape,
but don’t quote me, was ages ago. Had one of those portholes at eye
height I the front door. I rocked up there once and the big doors were
shut and when I knocked the wee window opened and the security
explained they had to wait for the �ght outside to �nish. Grappling
intently behind me were a topless chubby kid wearing dress trousers,
cummerbund and polished shoes, and his opponent wearing jacket,
ru�ed shirt and bowtie but nothing else. Presumably a �ght to the
death over the only tuxedo in Wales.
Pre-Acid House, some of the only all-night spots you could go to

after The Queen told you to go to bed were ‘Blues’. Jamaican and/or
gangster-owned illegal after-hours that were basically domestic houses
in rough areas. On entering, however, you’d �nd out it wasn’t one
house but several all knocked-through. A labyrinth of danger and
promise. ‘Sonny’s’ was a case-in-point. A Blues in Chapeltown, Leeds.
Could be a laugh, could be a murder. Then o� to The Gaiety, which
was rough, but not nearly as dangerous and featured quite possibly
the UK’s �rst and only drive-through drug dealers. Or maybe we’d
plump for ‘Upstairs/Downstairs’ over Armley way. A district famous
for its brutal prison and not much else. Decisions, decisions!
There was one in She�eld, I forget the name, it was a most excellent

hellhole. It used to be owned by a consortium of gangsters that had a
few clubs around The North. One fellow we dealt with was quite
avuncular, a ruddy-faced killer called ‘Don John’. I asked his ever-
present minion once “Why the nickname? Is it Don as in Don Juan?”
He went: “No kid, Don John as in Chuck-The-Body-In-The-Don-

John.” The Don being the local river.
For the win though, I think, pound for pound, the place that was

technically a disco that I had the most �ghts in was Leeds Irish Centre.



A very memorable night there once with my highly sophisticated
European cousin dancing with the wrong girl and �nding out the very
hard way just how unsophisticated England was back then, and
apparently, as far as foreign visitors are concerned, still is. Even my
Mum got in the �ght. Good on her.
The journey of culture follows society-at-large to the letter. We used

to gather in grim and dismal places because that is all we had. Relics
of a bygone age. Working Men’s Clubs. Pubs. ‘Discos’ that were for
white people who couldn’t dance. The only spots with any kind of
cultural power and potential impact were often quite deliberately
made illegal. If you wanted something o�-the-menu, out of hours, or
God forbid something from your own culture, you quite literally could
be killed for it. Before alternate realities and virtual communities, all
we had was the night. It was our internet. It was the place we made
our own. Away from it all, whatever it may be.
Why mention all this? Clearly we needed change. Powerful and

lasting change. It certainly wasn’t going to manifest magically, if we
wanted something di�erent, we’d have to make it happen.
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